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Abstract

schema-based control system in the UMASS autonomous robot
architecture (AURA), utilizing a mobile robot equipped with 111trasonic and video sensors; specifically the role of the pilot and
the motor schema manager. Section 4 will present the results of
simulations using schemas that specify different behaviors and
draw on simulated sensor input. A summary and projection
of
future work will conclude this report.

Motor schema are proposed a.s a basicunit. of behavior specification for the naviga.tion of a. nlobile rohot,.
These are multiple concurrent processes whicll operat,e in
conjt~nctionwit,ll associated perceptua.1 schernas a n d COIIt.ribut,e independent,ly t,o the overall concerted act,ion of
thevehicle. The motivabionbehindtire
use of schemas
for thisdomain is drawn fromnenroscient,ific, psy~110logical and rohot,icsources. A variant. of thepotential
field method isused to produce the appropriat,e velocity
and steering commands for t.he robot. A n inlplenlentation
strategy based 011 available tools at UMASS is described.
Simulation results show the feasibility of this approach.

1.

2.

Introduction

Path planning and navigation,
at theexecutionlevel,can
most easily be described as a collection
of behaviors. Don’t run
of the sidewalk then turn right! Stay
into things! Go totheend
to the right side of the sidewalk except when passing! Watch out
for the library - the turn is just beyond it! Follow that man! This
collection of commands constitutes some of the possible behaviors for an entity trying to
move from one location to another.
Traditional programming -. using an inflexible, rigid, hard-coded
approach -- does not provide the essential adaptability necessary
for coping with unexpected events. These events might include
unanticipated obstacles, moving objects, or the recognition of a
landmark in a seeminglyinappropriatelocation.Theseunexpected occurrences should influence, in
an appropriate manner,
the course which a vehicle (or person) takes in moving from start
to goal.

A potential solution can be drawn from models t,hat have
beendevelopedinthedomains
of braintheoryandrobotics.
Schemas, a model used to describe the interaction between perception and action, can be adapted to yield a mobile robot syst e m t h a t is highlysensitive to the currently perceivedworld.
Motor schemas operating in a concurrent and independent,, yet
communicating, manner can produce paths that reflect the uncertaintiesinthedetection
of objects.Additionallytheycan
cope with conflicting data arising from diverse sensor modalities
and strategies.

The concept of schemas originated in psychology [ 1,2,3] and
neurology [4,5]. Webster (6) defines a schema as “a mental C C J ~ ification of experience that includes a particular organized way
of perceiving cognitively and responding to a complex sitrution
or set of stimuli”. The model used for this paper draws on more
recent sources: the applications of schema theory to brain modeling and robotics. As brain theory can unequivocally be called
a sound basis for the study of intelligent behavior, the first part
of this section will present the contributions of brain science that
influenced the design of the schema control system describedbelow. Roboticists for some time have drawn
on schema theory,
not always in the form envisioned
by brain theoreticians. The
previous work in robotics that relates t,o the schema-hasecl approach to navigation will be described in the final
pmt of this
section.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide insights into the design of a motor-schema-based control system for mobile robots.
Section 2 will describe the motivations for theuse of schema theory in this domain- drawing from work in both brain theory and
robotics. Section 3 will discuss the tack being taken for a motor-
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perception cycle

Brain Theory and Psychology

2.1

The action-perception cycle (fig. 1) provides a principal motivation for the application of schema theory 171. Sensor-driven
expectations provide the plans (schemas) for appropriate motor
action, which when undertaken provide new sensory data that is
fed back into the systemto provide new expectations. This cycle
of cognition (the altering of the internal world model), direction
(selection of appropriate motor behaviors), and action (the production of environmental changes and resultant availability
of
new sensory data) is central to the way in which schemas must
interact with the world.
Mostsignificantly,perceptionshouldbe
viewed asactionoriented. There is no need to process all available sensor data,
only thatdata whichispertinenttothetask
athand.The
question for the roboticist would be: how do we select from the
wealth of sensor d a t a available that which is relevant? By specifying schemas, each individual component
of the overall task
canmakeitsdemandsknowntothesensorysubsystem,and
thus guide the focus of attention mechanisms and limited sensory processing that is available.

Figure 2. A depiction of a frog prey-selection scensrio.
The two large blackened circles at the bottom of the figure denote the
frog’s eyes, the snlaller circles are fence-posts, and the da.rkenec1rectnngle a supply of worms. (fig. 2,3,4 reprinted from [ l o ]with permission).

Guided by Arbib’s work [8,9] in the study of the frog and
itsmachineanalog
Rana Compatatriz, the frog preyselection
mechanism serves as abasisforanalysis.
In particular, Arbib
and House [lo]have developed a model for worm acquisition by
the frog in an obstacle-cluttered environment (a spaced
fence
- fig. 2). AlthoughArbibandHousedescribetwomodelsto
accountforthebehavior
of thefrog,thesecond
is themost
readily applicable to the mobile robot’s domain (the first model
is basedonvisualorientation).
In theirwork,theydescribe
primitive vector fields (fig. 3): a prey-attractant field, a barrierrepellent field, and a field for the animal itself. These fields, when
combined, yield a model of behavior (fig. 4 ) that is consistent
with experimental observations of the frog.

a mobilerobot.
In thesectionsfollowing,thepracticality
of
this approach will be demonstrated, especially regarding the decomposition of the task to a form which is readily adaptable to
distributed processing. This is essentialif the real-time demands
of mobile robot environmental interaction are to be met.

Schema theory as applied t o robotics has almost as many different definitions as there are developers. In the realm of robotic
manipulators, Lyons’ schemas [14] and Geschke’s servo processes
1121, (a schemaanalog),are
used asapproachestotask
level
control. Overton 1151 has described the use of motor schemas
in the assembly domain. The
UMASS VISIONS group, guided
by Hanson and Riseman, has applied perceptual schemas to the
interpretation of natural scenes; Weymouth’s thesis is the prime
example of this work 1131. Although AuR.A will, in the future, include perceptual schemas runningin the context of the VISIONS
system, perceptual schemas as they appear in the VISIONS system are not a principal concern of this paper.

In the mobile robot system described below, analogsof these
fieldswill be used (prey-attractant + move-to-goal, barrierrepellent =+ avoid-static-obstacle).Additionally,
newfields
tasks (stay-on-path,
will be added to describe additional motor
avoid-moving-obstacle, etc.)
This model, in conjunction with expectation-driven sensing,
provides a basic correlate with the functioning of the brain (albeit the frog brain). Although the brain has been handling visually guided detours since time immemorial, the benefits of using
a neurosciencemodelwouldwane
if it provedimpracticalfor
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One of the simplest and most straightforward definitions for
a schema is “a generic specification of a romputing agent” [14].
This definition fits well with the concept of a behavior (an individual’s response to its environment) - each schema represents
a genericbehavior.Schema-basedcontrolsystemsare
signifi-
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Figure 3. Primit,ive vector fields assocint,ed with figure 2.
a) Prey-attractant field
b) Barrier repellent field

Figure 4. Resultant frog-prey select.ion field
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narnic steering control system described
by Krogh and Thorpe
[ZO].Potential fields are used, in each case, to produce the steering commands for a mobile robot. A major distinction between
their system and our schema model lies in the tracking of the individual obstacles (individual SIs for each obstacle - important
for the treatment of uncertainty) and the incorporation of additional behaviors such as road following and treatment of moving
obstacles.Thestate
of the eachobstacle’s SI is dynamically
altered by newly acquiredsensoryinformation.Thepotential
functions for each SI reflect the measured uncerlainty associated
with the perception of each object. The schema approach is not
limited to obstacle avoidance, but is versatile enough
for road
following, object tracking and other behavioral patterns.

cantly more thana collection of frames or templatesfor behavior,
however. The way in which they are set int,o action and interact immediately distinguish them from simpler representational
forms. The instantiations of these generic schemas (SI - schema
instantiation) provide the potential actionsfor the control of the
robot. A schema instantiation is created
when a copy of a generic
schema is parameterized and activated as a compnting agent.
Lyons further defines a motor schema as a control syst.em or
motor program which describes a task. Overton [ l 5 ] describes a
motor schema as “a control system which continually monit,ors
feedback from the system
it controls to determine the appropriate pattern of action for achieving the motor schema’s goals,
(these will, in general, be subgoals within some higher-level
coordinated control program)”. This more const,rained definition
is also in accord with the system described below. Sensory perception provides the feedback to affect individual instJantiations
of motor schemas, each SI thus providing an appropriate behavior which collectively determine the overall syst,em’s behavior.
Some other definitions for motor schema include an “interaction
plan” [25] or “unit of motor behavior” [16].
Other work in the path planning domain, although not schema based, bears a resemblance to the schema control system.
Brooks [17] uses a planning system with a “horizontal decomposition” which effectively emulates multiple behaviors. Although
related, there is still a rigid layering present which distinguishes
it from a schema-based approach. Payton [23] describes a multibehavior approach for reflexive control of an autonomous vehicle.
The association of virtual sensors with a sclect,ed set of rcflexive
behaviors bears a similarity to the schema-based approach. An
arbitrary choice of behavior, however, based ona priority system,
is made during execntion, without provision for a mechanism to
combine the results of concurrent behaviors. Kadonoff et a1 1181
also incorporate multiple behaviors for the control
of a mobile
robot and similar!y arbitrate between these behaviors, proposing
a production system for arbitrating competitive strategies and
the use of an optimal filter for the treatment o f complementary
strategies.
The schema system described
below is stronglyinflnenced
byMrogh’s (191 generalizedpotential fields approach and to a
lesserdegree by Lyons’ Ill] taggedpotential fields. It, bea.rs a
superficial resemblance to the integrated path planning and dy-

3.

Approach

Motor schemas, when instantiated, must drive the robot to
interact with its environment. On the highest level, this will be
to satisfy a goal developed within the planning system; on the
lowest level, to produce specific translations and rotations of the
robot vehicle. The schema system enables the software designer
to deal with conceptual structures that are easy t o comprehend
and handle. The task
of robot programming is fundamentally
simplified through the use of a divide and conquer strategy.
This section will first describe the overall UMASS aut,onomous robot architecture’s planning subsystem; particularly the
roles of the pilot and motor schema manager. Implementation
strategies will then be described.

3.1

Path Planning and Navigation System

The AURA high-level path planner (fig. 5) is hierarchical in
design; consisting of a mission planner, navigator and pilot. The
mission planner is delegated the responsibility for interpreting
highlevel commands,determiningthenatlire
of themission,
setting criteria for mission, navigator and pilot failure, and settingappropriatenavigatorandpilotparameters.The
mission
planner, although part of the overall design, is not yet fully implemented, and has a relatively low priority.
The navigator acceptsa start and goal point from the mission
planner and using a “meadow map”, a hybrid vertex-graph freea path to achieve thatgoal.
spacerepresentation,determines
The navigator produces a piecewise linear path that, avoids
all
modeled obstacles present in the
a priori map constructed by
the map-builder component of the cartographer. See [21] for a
d e s c r i p h n of the navigator and the representations it uses.
The pilot is charged with implementing leg-by-leg this piecewise linear path. To do so, hhe pilot chooses from a rpperkoire of
available sensing strategies and motor behaviors (schernas) and
passes them to the motor schema managerfor instantiation. Distributed control and low-level planning occur within theconfines
of the motor schema manager during its attempt to satisfy the
navigational requirements. As the robot proceeds, the cartographer, using sensor data, builds up a modelof the perceived world
in short-term memory. If the actual path deviates t,oo greatly
from the path initiallyspecified by the navigat,or dueto the presence of unmodeled obstacles or positional errors,
t,he navigator
a newglobal path computed. If the dewillbereinvokedand
viations are within acceptable limits, (as determined by higher
levelsin the planning hierarchy), the
pilotandmotorschema

Figure 5. Hierarchical planner for AURA
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t8he robot). When an event occurs, (e.g.
a region segmentation
algorithm detects an area that is distinct from the surrounding
backdrop or an interest operator locates a high-interest point in
the direction of the robot’s motion), the find-obstacle schema
spawns off an associated perceptual schema (static-obstacle
SI)
for that portion of the image. It is now the static-obstacle SI’s
responsibility to continuously monitor that region.
Any other
eventsthatoccurelsewhere
in theimagespawn
off separate
0 Stay-on-path (a sidewalk or a hall)
s t a t i c - o b s t a c l e SIs. Additionallyanavoid-static-obstacle
SI motor schemais created for each detected potential obstacle.
Avoid-static-obstacles (parked cars etc.)
The motor schema SI hibernates waiting for notification that
Avoid-moving-obstacles (people etc.)
the perceptual schema is sufficiently confident in the obstacle’s
0 Find-intersection (to determine end of path)
existencetowarrantmotoraction.
If theperceptualschema
0 Find-landmark(bui1ding) (for localization)
proves to be a phantom (e.g. shadow) and not an obstacle at all,
SIs are deinstantiated
both the perceptual and related motor
The first three are examples of motor schemas, the last two
if the
before producing any motor action. On the other hand,
perceptual schemas. To provide the correct, behavior, perceptual
perceptual SI’s confidence (activation level) exceeds the motor
schemas must be associated with each motor schema. For examSI’s threshold for action, the motor schema starts producing a
ple, in order to stay on the sidewalk, a find-terrain(sidewa1k)
repulsive field surrounding the obstacle.’ The sphere of influence
perceptual schema must be instantiated to provide the
neces(spatial extent of repulsive forces) and the intensity of repulsion
sary data for the stay-on-path motor schema to operate.
If
of the obstacle are affected by the distance from the robot and
the uncertainty in the actual location
of the sidewalk can be
the obstacle’s perceptual certainty. Eventually, when the robot
determined, the SI’s associated velocity field, applying pressure
moves beyond the range for perception of the obstacle, both the
to remain on the sidewalk, will reflect. this uncertainty measure.
motor and perceptual SIs are deinstantiated. In summary, when
The same holds for obstacle avoidance:
if a perceptual schema
obstacles are detected with
sufficient certainty, the motor schema
for obstacle detection returns the position
of a suspected obstacle
associated with a particular obstacle
(its SI) starts to produce
and the relative certainty of its existence, the actual avoidance
a forcemovingawayfromtheobject.Fig.6ashows
a typimaneuvering will depend not only on whether an obstacle is decal repulsive field for an avoid-static-obstacle SI. The control
tected but also on
how certain we are that it exists. A more
of the priorities of the behaviors, (e.g. when
is it more imporconcret,e example follows.
tant to follow the sidewalk than to avoid uncertain but possible
field in aparticulardirecTherobot is movingacrossa
obstacles) is partially dependent on the uncertainty associated
tion (move-ahead schema). The find-obstacle schema is conwith the obstacle’s representation. Other isolated motor schema
a subwindow
stantly on the look-out for possible obstacles within
velocity fields are shown in fig. 6b-d.Variouscombinations
of
of the video image (windowed
by the direction and velocity of
motor schemas are illustrated in fig. 7.
If eachschemafunctionsindependently
of eachother,. how
can any semblance of realistic and consistent behavior be achieved? Two components are required to satisfactorily answer this
question.Firstacombinationmechanismmust
be appliedto
all theSI-producedvector
fields. Theresult is then used to
provide the necessary velocity changes to the robot. The simplest
approach is vector addition.
By having each motor SI create a
normalized velocity field, a single move-robot schema monitors
the posted data for each SI, adds them together, makes certain
it is within acceptable bounds and then transmits it to the lowlevel robot control system. In essence, the specific velocity and
I
direction for the robot can be determined at any point
in time
by summing the output vectors
of the individual SIs. As each
motor SI is a distributed computing agent, preferablv“ oueratina
.
a)
processors
separate
on on
onlyneedsamachine,.
and
parallel
to
compute the velocity at the point the robot is currently located
(and not the entire velocity field), real-time operation is within
reach.
The second component of the response to the question posed
in the previous paragraph is communication. Potential fields can
have problems with dead spots or plateaus where the robot can
become stranded. By allowing communication mechanisms between the SIs, the forces of conflicting actions can be reconciled.
SI
Lyons [14] proposesmessagepassingbetweenportsonone
and connected ports on another SI as a schema communication
mechanism.Alternatively, a blackboardmechanism is usedin
the Schema Shell system (discussed below). In either case, communication mechanisms cansolve problems that might otherwise
prove intractable. An example to illustrate this point follows.
managerwill, in acoordinatedeffort,attempttobypassthe
obstacle, follow the path, or cope with other problems
as they
arise.Additionally,theproblem
of robotlocalization is constantly addressed through the monitoring of short-term memory
and appropriate find-landmark schemas. Multiple concurrent
behaviors (schemas) may be present during any leg, for example:

1

b

C)

‘The obstacle is first, grown in n Configuration space mnnner 1271 to enable
the robot t,o be treated hencefort,h as a point. for pat,ll plnnning pnrposes.

Figure 6. Isolated motor schema SI vector fields.
b) Move-to-goal
a) Avoid-static-obstacle
d) Stay-on-path
c) Move-ahead
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the results to the low-level control system). The stay-on-path
SI, when created, was instructed t o yield if an obstacle blocks
stay-on-path motorschemareducesits
field
thepath.The
(fig. 8b) and allows t,he robot to wander off the sidewalk thus
circumnavigating the obstacle. As soon as t,he direction of the
force produced by the offending obstacle indica.tcs it has been
successfully passed, the stay-on-path field ret>llrns to its original state forcing the robot back on the path (fig. 8c).
Suppose, however, the stay-on-path SI was insta.ntiat,ed for
a hall. Then, under no circumstances, would the force field associated with the stay-on-path SI be reduced or else the robot
would crash into the wall. The robot
would instead stop, and
signal for the navigator (higher level component, of the planner)
to be reinvoked and produce an alternate global patht,hat, avoids
the newly discovered blocked passageway. Thcse communication
pathways are specified within the schema structures themselves.
Another approach to be explored is the addition of a background stochastic noise schema. This SI would produce a lowmagnitude random direction velocity vector that would change
at random time intervals, but persist
sufficient,ly long to produce a change in the robot’s position if the robot’s velocity was
otherwisezero.Thebehaviorproducedbythisschemawould
correspond to the“wander”layer in Brook’shorizontallylayered architecture (171. This schema would serve to remove the
robot from any potentialfield plateaus or ridges upon which the
robot becomes perched (e.g. from a direct approach to an obstacle - fig. 9). Other traps common to potential field approaches
(e.g.boxcanyons)canbehandled
by establishinghardtime
deadlinesforgoalattainment.
If thesedeadlinesareviolated.
the pilot would be reinvoked to establish an alternate route us:
ing STM data gathered by the cartographer during the route
traversal.
It is worth noting that a single sensory event may have two
or more SIs associated wit,h it. For example: if the robot is looking for a mailbox t o get its bearings for localization purposes, a
perceptual schema for localization (find-landmark) would process portions of the image that are
likely to be mailboxes. ff
the mailbox happens to be in the path of the whicle, a concurrent avoid-static-obst,acleSI would view t>hat object not, a s a
mailbox but rather as an obstacle, only concerned with avoiding
acollision with it. This “divide and conquer“ approach
based
on action-oriented perception simplifies programming and overall system design. A more complex scenario appropria~e for a
mobile robot appears in fig. 10.

-.

I

d)

Figure 7 . Several combined motor schemas.
a) Move-ahead SI
2 Avoid-static-obstacleSIs.
b) Move-ahead SI Stay-on-path SI.
c) Move-ahead SI Stay-on-path SI + 1 Avoid-static-obstacle
SI.
d) Move-to-goalSI Stay-on-pathSI + 2 Avoid-static-obstacle

s Is.

+
+
+
+

The robot is instructed to move ainparticular direction, stay
onthesidewalkandavoidstaticobstacles.Supposethat)the
sidewalk is completely blocked by an obstacle; eventually t,he velocity would drop to0 and the robot stop (fig. 8a). The stoppage
of the robot is detected by the stay-on-path SI through intermove-robot SI (the moveschemacommunicationwiththe
robot SI combines the individual motor SIs and communicates

Figure 8 . Blocked sidewalk scenario.
a) Robot stops in dead spot due to pressure to both remain on
sidewalk and avoid the obstacle.
b) Gain lowered on stay-on-path SI allows robot to bypass obstacle.
c) Once obstacle is passed stay-on-path SI returns to normal,
forciug robot back onto the sidewalk.
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C)

d)

Figure 9. Stall scenario.
a) If the robot approachs an obstacle exactly head-on, itis possible for
it to become stalled.
b) Noise SI provides snlall magnitude random directionvector to push
robot off of the tiny plateau.
c) Noise schema added to a).
d) The robot can now succssfully bypass the obstacle. The noise SI is
then deinstantiated.

4.

At

end of meneuver, delnslsntlate all obstacle schemas

Implementation Strategy
Figure 10. Example mohile robot schema scenario

The implementation tool chosen for the motor schema sys[22]: a systemdeveloped by the VItemistheSchemaShell
SIONS group at UMASS for use in the perceptual schema analysis of natural scenes. It currently runs on a Texas Instruments
Explorer workstation and is tied to the Computer Science Department's VAXen over Chaosnet. The schema communication
mechanism is blackboard-based. The Schema Shell system is expected to be moved to the department's newly acquired Sequent
parallelprocessor.AlthoughtheExploreronlysimulates
distributed processing, everything points towards the availability
of a truly distributed environment in the not too distant future.
of a
The schemas themselves (in the Schema Shell) consist
schema template and multiple strategies. Associated with each
instantiated schema is an object hypothesis maintenance
(OHM)
strategy. This part of the SI monitors the blackboard for new
events (e.g. sensory data) that
would produce changes in the SI'S
posted output. Other strategy components
for each SI handle
conflict resolution, cooperative enhancement, initialization and
other relevant factors. Not all strategies are necessary or desirable for all schemas.
Multiple instantiations of a single schema are frequently the
case.Eachgeneric"skeleton"isparameterizedwheninstantiated.Consequently,itisentirelypossiblethattwodifferent
instantiations of the same generic schema produce significantly
different fields under similar sensory conditions. The parameters
set at instantiation may depend on the sensory events that triggered the instantiation. Fig. 11 shows a typical generic motor
schema cast in the Schema Shell format,
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5.

Simulation

Simulations were run on
a VAX 750 using the following motor
schemas: stay-on-path, move-ahead, move-to-goal, avoidstatic-obstacle. Eachsimulationrun(fig.
12-13) showsthe
sequence of resultant overall forcefields based on perceived entities. These entities include path borders and obstacles. The grid
size is 64 units by 64 units and sensory sampling update time
(once per second) is based on a nominal velocity of 1 unit/second.
The maximum vector lengthfor display purposes has been set to
2.0 normal velocity units. The actual vector magnitude within
(a discrete approximation). All obthe obstacles is set to infinity
stacles are currently modeled as circles (as in Moravec’s tangent
space 1241).
The field equations for both the avoid-static-obstacle and
ve-

stay-on-path schemas are linear. An example showing the
locity produced by an obstacle (0)is below:
Omagnitude

=

0 for d > S

,“I$for

~

R

id

5S

co f o r d <_ R
where:

s

Sphere of Influence (radial extent of force from
the center of the obstacle)
R = Radius of obstacle
d z Distance of robot to center of obstacle
Odirection
= along a line from robot t o center of obstacle
moving away from obstacle
z

i

j

More complex equations could be used (e.g. cubic as in [ZO])
but weredeemedunnecessary
in theseearlystages of the research.
Figure 12 illustrates the robot’s course on sidewalk
a
moving
towards a goal. The course is studded with8 obstacles, only 7 of
which are perceptible to the robot during its journey
(fig. 12a).
Note how the vector fields change as the robot encounters more
obstacles along the way
(fig. 12b-d). When it has
successfully
navigatedobstaclesandtheyhavemovedout
of range, their
representation is dropped from short-term memory and the associated motor schema is deinstantiated (fig. 12d). The robot
stays on the path for the complete course successfully achieving its goal while avoiding each obstacle. An expanded version
could update long-term memory as a result of experience, thus
incorporating learning.
Figure 13 shows the robot’s path to a specified goal through
a field of 9 obstacles. This simulation prevents perceived objects
that have too great an uncertainty from producing a repulsive
field.In this case, the uncertainty increases with the distance
fiom the obstacle. The simulation in figure 13 uses a move-togoal SI. Actually the robot would operate under the control of
a move-ahead SI until the goal is perceived (assuming deadreckoning or inertial guidance
is not used). At the moment of
goal perception, the move-ahead SI wouldbe deinstantiated
and a move-to-goal SI created in its stead.

6.

:-

.)

J1

Figure 12. Simulation run.
This simulation shows 7 avoid-static-obstacle SI and a stay-onroad SI.
a) Shows the layout of the obstacle ridden course.
b-d)With the robot starting at the lower left,therobot’s progress
through the course can be observed. Note that the obstacles are added
as they are perceived by the sensory system. No a priorz knowledge of
their whereabouts is assumed.
e ) The robot’s path through the course.

The next logical step is to complete the implementat,ion of
the system on the Explorer within the framework of the Schema
Shell and to interface it with the high-level planning component
of AURA.
Work is underway for the acquisition of road edges using a
new fast line-finding algorithm that can serve as the perceptual
schema for the stay-on-path motor schema. Obstacle location
[26,28] is
using a multiple frame depth-from-motion algorithm
being explored as a perceptual schema for the associated avoids t a t i c - o b s t a c l e SI. Additionally, the use of ultrasonic data as
input for the avoid-obstacle SIs is anticipated.
Motor schemas for following a moving object (tracking) and
avoiding moving obstacles are being developed. These
will enable the vehicle to emulate both follow-the-leader and dodging
behaviors.
Long term goals include tying in the VISIONS system as t,he

Summary and Future Work

Motor schemas are proposed as a means for navigation of a
mobile robot. This schema-based rnethodology affords many advantages. These include the use of distributed processing, which
facilitates real-time performance, and the modular construction
of schemas for ease in the development, testing and debugging
of new behavioral and navigational patterns. Complex behavioral patterns can be emulated by the concurrent execution of
individual primitive SIs.
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meansforprovidingsensor-independentobject-basedinput
the motor schemas.

to
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